Our stories told by us.

Write-a-thon! Fourth Anniversary campaign theme: FOUR MORE YEARS!
As writers begin gathering in the ether- ready to write for the funds necessary to keep the NSP publishing the best books- bar none- about New Orleans- we have been joined in effort by two personal write-a-thons….. Rob Walker, a contributing writer for The New York Times Magazine and author of Buying In, formalized his long-stand […]
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Featured Book

Straight Outta Swampton: Life at the Intersection of Natural and Built Worlds in New Orleans
From Creative Writing Students at Lake Area NTEC High School

Straight Outta Swampton is about life in a city in which the line between nature and civilization is often unclear. It is the story of a city that rose from a swamp, and that for 300 years has been engaged in an epic struggle with nature for its right to exist. The young writers are themselves both actors and tellers of this story, and they pick the story up in […]
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Partners
Neighborhood Story Project has grown and thrived through great partnerships. Incubated at the University of New Orleans and the Literacy Alliance of Greater New Orleans […]
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Projects
Each year in October, more than 700 workers arrive at the New Orleans Fair Grounds for a winter season of horseracing, and leave again after the Louisiana Derby at the end of March. In 2011, […]
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The Neighborhood Story Project is a nonprofit organization in partnership with the University of New Orleans. Since 2004, it has turned collaborative ethnography into the finest books and posters. Royalties to the authors. Stories to the city.